BRUGES & BRUSSELS
BELLEWAERDE THEME PARK

is full of rides and amusements for all
ages; river rapids, rollercoasters, carousel, a mini wheel and even a 4D show.

ATOMIUM

was built for the 1958 World Fair; made up of 9 spheres it is
102m tall and a unique structure offering panoramic views of Brussels.

CANAL CRUISE, BRUGES

this is a unique way to see the centuries old
buildings and monuments of the city.

BRUGES

is very quaint with picturesque squares and canals and is the most
visited medieval city in Europe.

MINI EUROPE

allows a whistle stop tour of Europe; hear the chimes of Big
Ben; see the gondolas of Venice, or the fall of the Berlin Wall; it’s all here!

BELGIAN CHOCOLATE FACTORY

hear the history of the famous

Belgian chocolate and enjoy a taste test.

BRUGES LACE MUSEUM

details the history of lace and offers
demonstrations; then buy some supplies in the shop to try yourself!

OCEADE WATER PARK

with all the watery attractions you could ask for
including the longest and fastest slides in Belgium!

OTHER VISIT OPTIONS :

Ulster Tower, Vimy Ridge, Somme area,
European Parliament, Ypres & In Flanders Field Museum, Coca Cola Visitor
Centre.

MORNING
DAY 1
DAY 2

Travel by coach and
ferry to Holyhead.
Arrive Zeebrugge
8am.
Bruges Chocolate
Factory.

DAY 3
DAY 4

EVENING

Continue by coach to
Hull.

Overnight ferry
crossing.

Bruges Canal Cruise.
Mini Europe.

Hotel check in and
dinner.

Bellewaerde Theme Park
Brussels; Grand Place,
Mannekin Pis.
Arrive Hull.

DAY 5

AFTERNOON

Continue coach
journey.

Atomium.

Ferry crossing to Dublin.

Overnight ferry
crossing.
Arrive in Ireland,
continue by coach
home.

Cost includes : travel (including ensuite berth and meals on overnight ferry), 2 nights ensuite hotel accommodation
& meals, visits & entrance fees, travel insurance, services of an accompanying tour manager. Cost is usually based
on 45 travellers and sample itinerary above, but can be adapted to suit your group.

